
With over 15 years of experience in the area of software development we 
have established long-term relationships with our clients. They trust our 
decisions and value our propositions. During the last two years we have 
grown from 140 to around 300 great people and we keep going. Join one of 
the biggest software development companies in the region and become a 
member of our daily-growing team.  
  
Our clients are world leaders in their business areas. Our projects include 
object oriented software development, database design and mobile platforms. 
Also, our functional and performance testing expertise is highly valued by our 
clients. Our core values: partnership, innovation and respect, represent our 
business approach so as our employee focus. 

 
Due to strong demand for our services, we are looking for: 

 
 

iOS Software Developer 

We are expanding our team of developers already involved in the process of creating best-in-
class mobile experience for users. As an iOS developer you will be a part of a team that works for 
one of the most prominent ICT companies in the domain of mobile device security and 
management on iOS and Android platforms. 

You will work in a vibrant environment and employ advanced development practices. Additionally, 
you’ll need to be detail-oriented and thorough in your approach to development, but flexible 
enough to work within time and product constraints. 

We take good care of our people, this is what we offer: 

 Extremely interesting projects 

 Skilled team mates with diverse backgrounds and interests 

 Casual and relaxed, yet professional working environment 

 Flexible working hours and a steady job  

 Career, personal development and more  

Desired skills and experience: 
 At least 2 years of hands-on experience with iOS application development 

 Excellent knowledge of Objective-C programming language 

 Experience with Cocoa/Cocoa Touch Frameworks 

 Object-oriented analysis and design techniques 

 Knowledge of Apple software design patterns and MVC 

 Good debugging/problem solving abilities 

 Documenting code in accordance with established standards 

 Hands-on experience with source control systems (Git, SVN, etc.) 

 Able to perform and assist within collaborative environments to reach project goals 

 Passion and initiative for continual learning about new technologies 

 Excellent verbal and written communication skills in English 

Following skills will be considered an advantage: 

 Experience with Agile/Scrum methodologies 

 Experience with Android development 

 Continuous integration and automated testing 

 Linux OS 

 

 

 



If you are interested in this position and you have the required qualifications, please send your 
CV via email to posao@pstech.rs. Please note that due to large number of applications we 
receive, we will only contact those candidates that are selected for an interview. Thank you. 
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